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This week’s report discusses the key market drivers that caused 
the ZAR and SAGB yields to trade at the top of the year’s range. 

The key catalyst of market volatility was the rise in US real yields 
as the market repriced the terminal rate to 4.5% and hopes of an 
earlier Fed pivot faded. Equity markets came under considerable 
downward pressure as the adjustment in the outlook for interest 
rates holds implications for the growth outlook and earnings 
expectations, as the Fed is unlikely to relent until the battle 
against inflation is showing considerable gains. The risk-free 
rates (against which all other assets are priced) is rising, and 
the discount rate for future earnings is rising too. This saw the 
increase in bond market volatility spill over into higher equity 
market volatility. The MSCI tumbled by 9.5% to its lowest level 
since November 2020. There were two new developments that 
emerged after the crash in the UK gilt market: (1) renewed focus 
on the high level of leverage built up during the long period 
of negative to zero interest rates, (2) and the trumping of UK 
financial stability over inflation (the BOE stepped into to stabilise 
by the gilt market with outright bond purchases of GBP5bn per 
day, days ahead of the planned start of outright bond selling to 
reduce the QT bond portfolio, which has been postponed). The 
high level of volatility could lead to even lower liquidity levels, 
raising the risk of disorderly trading. In the event of this, the 
FOMC is likely to dial back on its QT programme. But with the 

front-end of US money market not yet displaying any signs  
of liquidity challenges, the FOMC is likely to remain focused  
on inflation.   

While the UK government reversed its controversial decision 
to cut taxes on high earners of 45% on Monday, the level of 
uncertainty in the markets remains elevated. The reversal of 
that measure is largely symbolic. The UK fiscal package remains 
large and markets will continue to lack confidence until a credible 
medium-term consolidation plan is in place. And the U-turn 
weakens the Truss government politically, which is equally 
no good for confidence. There are many outstanding issues, 
which will be unfolding in coming months. These pertain to the 
escalation of geopolitical tensions in Ukraine/Russia after the 
annexation of four regions and military mobilisation, energy 
supply in Europe and more fiscal stimulus as Germany raised 
its fiscal support to EUR 200 bn to cap energy bills, the outlook 
for commodity prices as China continues with its zero-Covid 19 
policy and a weak real estate sector and the inflation/growth 
dynamic. This month’s US CPI and labour market data (this week 
sees August’s JOLTS jobs opening data and September payroll 
data) remains at the top of the list, especially after the rise  
in core PCE inflation rate from 4.6% to 4.9% (F:4.7%),  
indicating inflationary pressures remain broad based. 

FIC September 2022 Market overview
Turbulent month with G3 repricing of interest  
rates, higher volatility and a decline in liquidity 
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Figure 3: US Fed Funds implied rates reprice terminal rate  
for the fourth time in 2022 – March 2023 at 4.44%  

Figure 4: G3 implied forward curve shift higher, pricing in  
higher terminal rates (Current vs 1m ago)

Source: Bloomberg, ICIB Source: Bloomberg, ICIB

Figure 7: Repricing higher rates, low liquidity and deleveraging 
drive G3 sovereign yields sharply higher

Figure 8: Bond market volatility drives equity market  
volatility higher

Source: Bloomberg, ICIB Source: Bloomberg, ICIB

Figure 5: Aggressive policy normalisation by AM and EME 
Central Banks

Figure 6: Composition of US 10yr US Treasury – Real yields  
rise Fed’s reaction function vs stable breakeven inflation rate

Source: Bloomberg, ICIBSource: Bloomberg, ICIB
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The rise in risk-free sovereign rates and higher recession risk 
caused global equity markets to remain on the back foot. The 
S&P declined by 3.1%, falling to June 2022 lows ( – 23.6%ytd), 
Nasdaq ( – 3.0%; – 31.4%ytd), Euro Stoxx 50 (1.7%; – 34.4%ytd)) 
while the FTSE/JSE All Share gained 0.4% ( – 23.6%ytd). ICIBs 
head of Equity Capital Markets (ECM), Jarrett Geldenhuys, warns 
of further downside risk to equity markets. Earnings estimates 
for the S&P500 have not corrected enough at this time as 
hope lingers for a soft landing. The odds of a recession, with a 
probability of 50%, could lead to more corporate earnings cuts 
and negative guidance revisions, which have so far not  

yet been seen. This means investors should tread cautiously 
when assuming the index has corrected enough and valuations 
are sensible. Effectively, the E in P/E ratio is still too high, 
artificially pulling down the ratio. To some extent, the market may 
already be pricing in an earnings downgrade cycle into index 
levels. Beware! A negative earnings cycle impacts sentiment. 
Sentiment drives short term share prices. The risks to equity 
markets are still to the downside from where we are sitting, at 
least until the job market cracks and the hawks at the FED  
ease up their current rhetoric.

Figure 9: S&P Earnings estimate Figure 10: S&P rating

Source: Bloomberg, ICIB ECMSource: Bloomberg, ICIB ECM

The intensification of market volatility and risk off sentiment 
caused the USD index to rally by 4.0% over the week to last 
Wednesday, before depreciating by 1.8% in the final two 
days. However, the increase in US real rates, combined with 
complex world dynamics, is likely to keep the USD trading at 
its highest level since 2002. EM FX continued to depreciate as 
capital is directed to the USD, attracted by higher real rates 
and uncertainty elsewhere. The ZAR has lost nearly 10% of its 
value against the USD since early August, trading at R 18.10/$. 
The repricing of the US terminal rate to 4.50%, together with 
the fall in the value of the ZAR (the SARB’s starting point for the 
September CPI inflation forecast was R 16.90/$), caused the  
9x12 FRA rates to rise to 8.50%. With the MPC’s decision to raise 
the repo rate by 75bpsamid upside risks to the inflation forecast, 
it appears that paying interest at this level could be moderating. 

South Africa’s headline inflation rate has started to roll over, 
which could allow the MPC to start moderating the  
size of rate hikes. The repo rate, at 6.25%, is only 50bps below 
the QPMs rate for end –  2024 of 6.75%. While the MPC remains 
data dependent and is refraining from providing forward 
guidance as to where the terminal rate could be headed, the 
real policy rate could turn positive by 2Q 23. ICIB is of the view 
that the peak of the rate hiking cycle could be reached in early 
2023, with a policy rate of 7.0%. However, SA specific event risks 
in October, ie the MTBPS on 26/10 and the public sector wage 
increase, together with a high level of uncertainty about many 
external dynamics, could keep the USD on the front foot and 
foreign capital flows into EME, such as South Africa, on the  
side lines. The trading range of the USDZAR is R17.80/$  
to R18.22/$. 

Where does this leave South Africa? 

ZAR and implied forward rates
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Figure 11: EM FX depreciates on higher real US real rates Figure 12: SA vs US implied 12m rates – spread narrows as 9x12    

The SAGB market reverberated the tough global fixed income 
landscape, driven by the high level of uncertainty, leading to a 
high level of volatility, exaggerated by a lack of liquidity. Yields 
rose by approximately 60bps across the maturity spectrum in 
September, with the yield on the R2032 rising from 10.62% to a 
high of 11.23% (C: 11.33%). The high was 20bps shy of July’s high 
of 11.52%.  However, there has been a compression in the SAGB/
UST 10 yr sovereign spread in September to 757bp, from 833bps 
in early August, and is below the 2021 average of 739bps and 
the 2015 – March 2022 average of 721bps when South Africa’s 
credit rating started to slide down the credit scale, until the triple 
sub-investment grade rating from all three rating agencies: S&P, 
Moody’s and Fitch. The UST 10yr yield has surged by 120bps to 
3.77% (a high of 3.94% on 27 September) since early August, 
whereas the SA generic yield rose 44bps to 11.35%.     

Market dynamics: ICIB’s fixed income trade, Marco Barnard, 
notes that in the context of tighter liquidity conditions in global 
fixed income markets last week, ie UK pension funds becoming 
forced sellers due to margin calls, which has rippled throughout 
DM markets, SAGB yields continued to rise. The  
BOE was compelled to intervene in the gilt market, announcing 
its willingness to purchase GBP65bn of gilts. South Africa has 
been cushioned against this cash drain, with the recent changes 
in the MPIF adding to excess liquidity and exerting downward 
pressure on front-end rates. There has been an abundance in 
cash in the repo market, with shorter dates trading around the 
SARB repo rate. Offshore clients are also able to fund their ZAR 
holdings in the forward market without any concern. Although 
we have some level of comfort with current liquidity, South Africa 
is by no means unique in terms of leverage. Our bond futures 
market is in excess of R100bn and growing. Local fund managers 

use the futures’ market to leverage their long positions. It is also 
worth noting that the recent coupon payments in SAGBs, which 
has further aided the cash position, are ending, and the next 
round of coupons is due in December. 

A lack of liquidity in the SAGB market was exacerbated by the 
ETP (Electronic Trading Platform) with a minimum size of R10m 
doubles, repricing the market 3bp at a time. The one week 
trading range for the R2048s was 11.60 – 11.90%. That range was 
tested on both ends, twice last week, with the yield gapping 
on thin liquidity in both directions. Algorithm-type trading has 
further exacerbated global fixed income moves with volatility 
being the order of everyday. 

Client flows have been skewed toward local asset managers, 
with the reinvestment of coupon flows (R18bn on 30 September), 
taking advantage of higher yields. 

Swap rates rose by 55bps to 65bps across the maturity 
spectrum in September, marginally underperforming SAGBs 
towards month-end. This led to a tightening in ASW. ICIB’s 
trading desk view is that ASW could widen from here, led  
by IRS moving lower. The rise in ILB yields was arrested when 
more decent two-way flow with the return of buyers with yields 
above 4.60% and break-even rates above 7.0%. The front end, 
however, is still battling to attract a bid which is keeping the 
curve flatter. The front end I2025 has now sold off more than 
100bp in September, despite implying break-even inflation rates 
of around 5.70%. The selloff in ILB real yields was caused by a 
combination of factors, ie rising nominal yields on asset rotation 
as clients reduced exposure to ILBs to invest into higher  
yielding nominal bonds and offshore forced selling. The latter  
is likely due to margin calls on core yield assets. 

SA interest rate dynamics

Source: Bloomberg, ICIB Source: Bloomberg, ICIB
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Figure 13: SAGB yields rise and curve steepens  Figure 14: SA/US sovereign 10yr yield spread has narrowed

Figure 15: Swap curve Figure 16: ASW spreads 

Source: Bloomberg, ICIBSource: Bloomberg, ICIB

Source: Bloomberg, ICIB Source: Bloomberg, ICIB

Figure 17: Coupon payments and R2023 redemption Figure 18: Break even inflation rates: 5, 10 and 15 years

Source: National Treasury, ICIB Source: Bloomberg, ICIB
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FIC returns in September 2022 

Figure 19: Total return of main SA asset classes Figure 20: ALBI total return

•  All the asset classes had a challenging Q3 22, with only 
cash (+1.3%) and the ALBI (+0.7%) yielding a positive return. 
The FTSE/All Share and inflation linked bonds (ILB) yielded 
negative returns of 1.9% and 0.9% respectively. 

•  The belly (7 – 12 years) of the SAGB curve outperformed 
with a return of 0.9%, followed by the 1 – 3 year segment 
(+0.7%), the 12+ segment (+0.6%) and the 3 – 7 year 
segment (0.4%). 

•  Money market rates rose across the maturity spectrum 
following a total of 150bp rate hikes by the SARB  

(current repo rate 6.5%). Interest rates rose across the 
different tenors of the money market yield curve, ie the 3m 
JIBAR rate rose 143bps to 6.47% whereas the 12m JIBAR 
rate was 115bps higher at 8.59%. The term premium on 
longer dated money market rates, measured by the 12m/3m 
JIBAR spread, narrowed from 243bps to 213bps. The Stefi 
index yielded a return of 0.7%, with the 12m segment 
yielding highest return of 1.46%, the 9m segment 1.40%  
and the 3m 1.2%. 

•  Inflation linked bonds recorded a negative return of  
0.9%, owing to rising real yields. 

Source: Bloomberg, ICIBSource: Bloomberg, ICIB

Figure 21: Total return of SA’s asset classes Figure 22: ALBI and ILB monthly total returns: ILBs  
and 7 – 12 year segment outperform 

Source: BloombergSource: Bloomberg
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KEY ECONOMIC INDICATORS AND EVENTS IN OCTOBER 2022

Global

2/10  Brazilian general election first round  
(Lula 48%; Bolsonaro 43%)

2-5/10 UK Conservative Party conference

4/10 RBA interest rate decision

5/10  OPEC+ meeting  

7/10 US labour data (Sep)

13/10 US CPI (Sep)

10 – 16/10 World Bank/IMF Annual Meeting

16/10 China 20th Party Congress

19/10 UK CPI (Sep)

27/10 ECB

28/10 BOJ

30/10 Brazil runoff election

31/10   EA CPI (Oct)

Russia annexation/referendum in four regions in Ukraine

Energy availability in the European winter

South Africa

19/10 CPI (Sep)

26/10 MTBPS

27/10 PPI (Sep)

 Appeal court’s ruling on lawfulness of Arthur Fraser’s decision 
to release Jacob Zuma on medical parole


